A community conference for artistic, dissident, and critical investigations and applications of telecommunications, the Internet and WWW.

October 18 - 20, 2019 @ Prime Produce, 424 W 54th St, NY, NY

All Events Free for Youth (18 and under) // Scholarships for 19+

*Workshop*  Hotglue on Dat Workshop For Youth  
Sunday October 20 // 10:00 am - 12:30 pm  
Building decentralized websites using Beaker and Dat is fun - and a great, hands-on way to learn about the otherwise hidden structures and exchanges that power the web. But to do so, one - more so than ever - needs proficiency in the language of the web (HTML, CSS and JavaScript) in order to participate. In a workshop specifically for youth (< 25 years old), a modified version of "Hotglue" is used to build decentralized sites together and interlink them. Bring your laptop. Email erica@radicalnetworks if you need one.

*Youth-Led Meet Ups*  
All Eyes On Us: Youth Gathering with Youth Justice Board  
Saturday October 19 // 12:30 pm - 1:30 pm  
Young people live much of their lives online. But what happens when their digital activities result in real-life consequences with law enforcement, the justice system, or school? Last year, the Youth Justice Board, a program of the Center for Court Innovation, researched that question; they interviewed dozens of experts and held focus groups with young people to learn the answer. Join the teen members of the Board to discuss what they learned about digital surveillance of young New Yorkers and ways that we can all work together to protect the privacy rights of youth.

Youth Gathering with Nancy Wachira (Nairobi, Kenya)  
Sunday October 20 // 12:30 pm - 1:30 pm (see website for details)